
WELCOME TO

HERBERT PLANTATION

This web site section was designed by Neill Bruce, who has worked as a volunteer 
in Herbert Plantation for some 30 years. 

All opinions and statements are his own, and all photos are his © unless indicated.
Contact Neill Bruce at <neillb@brucephoto.co.uk> for all comments etc.

Or contact the Ranger’s office at Tel: 01252 870425 re the wood.

Three male Silver Washed Fritillaries share a Bramble flower
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Herbert Plantation is situated in the parish of Burghclere, North Hampshire, UK, and is named after 
Herbert Fox, who owned Adbury Park - of which it was part until 1958 - not the Herbert family at 
Highclere.  It is just over 62 acres (25 Hectares) of mixed secondary woodland, the only planted areas 
being the Scots Pine of 2.24 hectares (5.5 acres), believed planted in the mid 1950s, and the 2.04 hectare 
compartment 5A on the map, which was Larch, but all of which blew down in the January 1990 storm.  
Replanted in 1991 with Sweet Chestnut, Ash, English Oak, and Wild Cherry; with blocks of Beech and a 
few Yew, Holly, Rowan, Whitebeam and Crab apple dotted about, compartment 5A is now mostly 
swamped by natural regeneration with a fair percentage of the trees that were planted having failed.  
These failed trees were plotted on a map, and a series of glades were flailed in their place.  These have 

been a great success, with many flowers and insects present.  
There are some very fine boundary oaks on the often ancient boundary banks, both within the wood and 
on its boundaries with adjacent land.  Herbert Plantation was planted with Larch in the mid 1920s, and all 
except Compartment 5A were felled in the mid 1930s for pit props.  Apart from the planting of the Scots 
pine compartment, it was probably mostly left unattended from then until 1983, when it was bought by 
Hampshire County Council, from the estate of the late Mr Bowring, who had bought it in the 1958 
Adbury Park auction.  See the link ‘The Full History’.  There is also a brief section on the Hampshire 
County Council’s web site  <http://www3.hants.gov.uk/countryside/herbert-plantation.htm>.
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    An aerial view, looking west, from the east end of the main track, taken on April 15th 2014.     © GOAERIAL
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What we are trying to achieve?
Over the years since Herbert Plantation was bought by 
Hampshire County Council in 1983, there have been 
many volunteers working to open up this much 
neglected wood.  Access was almost impossible, apart 
from the one public footpath running through it 
(Burghclere FP6).  The objective is to create 
biodiversity, or a wide range of all species of plants, 
trees and wildlife, although it would be preferable if the 
deer and grey squirrels were controlled, due to the great 
damage they do.

In recent years the volunteers have opened many glades, 
and shed light onto paths and the main track, in order to 
encourage wild flowers for butterflies and other insects. 
They have also tried to create a pleasant wood in which 
to walk.

Because Sycamore is not an indigenous species, it was - 
until recently - being energetically eradicated from large 
areas of Herbert Plantation, to encourage other species. 
However, with the rapid approach of the Ash dieback 
(chalara fraxinea) a little more caution is being 
exercised, for fear of losing too many mature trees, if/
when the chalara strikes Herbert Plantation. 

Visiting Herbert Plantation.
Visitors are asked to please keep to the many paths, 
especially in the nesting season, when there are also 
many almost invisible plants that may get inadvertently 
trodden on.  It is also requested that you do not cut any 
living plant material, especially Honeysuckle, Bramble, 
Holly or Ivy, since these are all  important food sources 
at different times of the year.  Whilst you may believe 
that ivy is harming the host tree, it does provide a 
nesting habitat, and late season nectar and berries, and in 
Herbert Plantation we are intentionally leaving it on 
trees for this reason.  Honeysuckle does no harm, and in 
certain conditions it is the food plant for the beautiful 
White Admiral butterfly.  

Cycling is permitted, but please keep to the paths, and 
have regard for the safety of walkers and children. 
Horses, motor bikes and quad bikes are not allowed.

Between early September and the end of March there 
will be tree felling taking place, so you are requested to  
take heed of the signs, and have a lead for your dog, as 
we don’t want to drop a tree on it!  If you encounter a 
dangerous dog, then please report it to one of the 
contacts on the Contacts Page, or the Police, if serious.  
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Bark stripped by squirrels from a Sallow / 
Goat willow.  This will kill the tree, which 
is an important food source for Purple 
Emperor butterflies and a number of moths.
Photo © Neill Bruce
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Left: Maybe a well intentioned walker has cut this ivy, but it will 
have destroyed the nectar and berries, and will no longer offer a 
nesting site.   Please let the Rangers and Volunteers do the cutting, 
where we want.

Below: A female Beautiful Demoiselle damselfly.

Bottom:  The White Admiral butterfly, which lays its eggs on wisps 
of Honeysuckle in shady places.            All Photos © Neill Bruce
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